Teen

Renegades

Carve the Mark

by Marissa Meyer

by Veronica Roth

YF Meyer
As she nears her goal of avenging the
Renegades, who overthrew the
villains to establish order from ruin,
Nova grows close to Renegade
Adrian, but her allegiance to the
villains could destroy them both.

YF Roth
Living on a violent planet where
everyone manifests a unique power
meant to shape the future, Akos and
Cyra resent gifts that render them
vulnerable to others' control before
they become unlikely partners.

Heart of Iron

Skyward

by Ashley Poston

by Brandon Sanderson

YF Poston
Ana, an orphan found drifting
through space, joins with an
Ironblood to find the coordinates of
a lost space ship which may hold
clues to her identity, as they end up
discovering dark secrets in a
forgotten part of the universe.

YF Sanderson
The best-selling author of the
Mistborn books presents a new
series about a girl from a world
under constant alien attack who
dreams of becoming a wartime pilot
to determine the fate of humanity.

Nemesis
by Brendan Reichs
YF Reichs
Murdered every two years by the
same mysterious person before
waking up unhurt with all evidence
erased, Min resolves to end the
violent cycle before uncovering
a conspiracy.

Nyxia
by Scott Reintgen
YF Reintgen
Recruited by a mysterious
corporation for a mission in outer
space, a teen joins a group where a
person must earn the right to travel
to a paradise planet where the
universe's most valuable mineral
has been discovered.

Science
Fiction

Contagion
by Teri Terry
YF Terry
Kidnapped after her rare survival of
an epidemic triggered by a
biological experiment gone wrong, a
teen endures torturous experiments
before escaping and joining a group
of kids who seek to discover a cure.

Take a wild trip across time, space and
place to new and fascinating worlds

Impostors
by Scott Westerfeld
YF Westerfeld
Frey and Rafi are twin sisters, but
few people know of Frey's existence,
because she has been raised to be
her sister's body double and lethal
bodyguard. When Col gets close
enough to suspect something, Frey
must decide what to do.
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Girl Gone Viral

Sky Without Stars

Aurora Rising

by Arvin Ahmadi

by Jessica Brody

by Amie Kaufman

YF Ahmadi
A 17-year-old prodigy in a technical
boarding school engages in an
escalating series of hacks and viral
deceptions in order to gain the
attention of the virtual reality
billionaire behind her father's
mysterious disappearance.

YF Brody
This futuristic reimagining of Les
Misérables tells the story of three
teens from different backgrounds
who are thrown together by the
looming threat of revolution on a
French planet colony.

YF Kaufman
Relegated by a misguided act of
heroism to a squad comprised of his
school's hopeless misfits, a
graduating cadet in a 24th-century
space academy rescues a centurieshibernating girl from
interdimensional space only to be
swept up in an interstellar war
millions of years in the making.

Munmun
by Jesse Andrews
YF Andrews
In a society where a person's size is
directly proportional to his or her
wealth, two teenagers struggle to
improve their lot in a world built
against them.

Three Dark Crowns
by Kendare Blake
YF Blake
In every generation on the island of
Fennbirn, a set of triplets is born:
three queens, all equal heirs to the
crown and each possessor of a
coveted magic, yet only one can
survive and ascend to the throne.

The Darkest Minds
by Alexandra Bracken
YF Bracken
16-year-old Ruby breaks out of a
government-run "rehabilitation
camp" for teens who have acquired
dangerous powers after surviving a
virus that has wiped out most
American children.

The Dysasters
by P.C Cast
YF Cast
Brought together by a fateful
tornado, a girl with the ability to talk
to plants and a star quarterback
with night vision discover they are
the first in a group of genetically
enhanced teens given the ability to
bond with the elements.

A Conspiracy of Stars
by Olivia A. Cole
YF Cole
Wanting nothing more than to
follow in the footsteps of her
scientist parents and study the
secrets of the jungle, Octavia is
alarmed by the extremist views of a
newly elected Council leader, who
sanctions an attack on the jungle's
indigenous people.

When the Sky Fell on
Splendor
by Emily Henry
YF Henry
Struggling to cope in the years after
a steel mill explosion in their small
town, a group of teens investigate
ghost stories before the appearance
of a mysterious light causes them to
manifest strange powers.

Generation One
by Pittacus Lore
YF Lore
It's been a year since the events of
United as One and the world will
never be the same. Today Earth's
teens attend the newly created
Garde academy and learn to hone
abilities triggered by Loric energy.

Warcross
by Marie Lu
YF Lu
A teen hacker and competitive
bounty hunter accidentally glitches
herself into a championship
alternate-reality tournament before
being recruited as a spy for the
game's billionaire developer.

Shatter Me
by Tahereh Mafi
YF Mafi
Ostracized or incarcerated her whole
life, Juliette is freed on the condition
that she use her abilities to support
the dictatorship, but Adam, the only
person ever to show her affection,
offers hope of a better future.

